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The Story in 100 words
We’re in a small town of Arkansas where five women made of steel have decided
to get rid of the filth in town. They lobby every day in front of the porn shop, the
bookstore and the local association of lesbians. Anyone approaching any of these
three places is denounced to the whole community. So the owners of the porn
shop, the bookstore and the lesbian association have no choice but to act. They
will come up with a plan to destroy the reputation of our five lobbying women.

Short Synopsis of Save America from this Filth!
The long synopsis follows
The movie starts with five women sitting in the dark around a table. We learn
that they have developed a website of the town customers of filth. Anyone going
into the porno store, the bookstore (they sell that last Harry Potter book!) or the
association of lesbians is fired upon. Their license plate is photographed, their
name and photos goes online, their family and employers are contacted. We need
to get rid of the filth in town, and the ones supporting it.
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We then see them doing just that. They are lobbying in front of these three
places, taking photos and brandishing pamphlets to anyone who wish to listen to
their plea. We see the owners of the porn shop and bookstore, and the President
of the Lesbian’s association looking quite astonished and depressed by this
action, it hurts their business and feelings.
Those three are suddenly showed in the dark around a table. They discuss the
situation and a pact is signed. They will destroy these five bitches at any cost.
They will dig dirt from their past, and if all fails, they will create embarrassing
situations and make them public, so they will not lobby anymore.

Long Synopsis of Save America from this Filth!
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